
The Kingston Arts Precinct is a visual arts hub in the heart of the Kingston Foreshore 
with opportunities for integration with a new mixed use commercial and residential 
development.  ACT Government is delivering the arts hub through a land sale process 
that elevates innovative design and place making as the drivers of the future 
development outcomes.

The site is home to the first two permanent public buildings built in Canberra, playing an 
important part in the early development of Canberra as source of power generation and 
has been heritage-listed for its industrial and architectural significance.  The site tour will 
explore how Geocon’s proposed design concept for the Kingston Arts Precinct will 
integrate new uses with those already on-site, as well as complement and enhance 
existing heritage values.
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First stop is Dickson Village to hear about the seven day makeover, a community led 
activation that was the catalyst for the ACT government’s adoption of an action 
orientated planning approach to revitalise the tired public spaces of Dickson.

Second stop is the micro park at Dickson Swimming Pool, a demonstration of how a 
small intervention can transform an underutilised space into a hub of activity.

Final stop is Woolley Street to experience firsthand the action orientated planning 
approach, an iterative design process developed using place planning, 
experimentation, measurement and consultation.

Jason Jhay Mann is a small business 
owner that found place making through 
change and uncertainty in his shopping 
centre. Highly passionate and driven, 
Jhay discovered he has an inherent 
knack for working with local community 
to inspire place making values. 

Anna Chauvel is a local Canberra 
landscape architect and co-founder of 
PLACE Laboratory. She is an advocate 
of a people focused approach to 
designing public spaces, using 
landscape architecture as a way to 
connect people with place.
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